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THE CASE FOR A REGIONAL APPROACH TO HOUSING ON CAPE YORK
HOUSING AS THE FOUNDATION STONE OF AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY
The family home has long been a foundation of Australian society. It is a key to building a
better life for children, being able to pass down happy memories, good health, wealth and
engagement in society.
Leading Australian social commentator, Hugh Mackay describes home ownership in
particular as “the most culturally obvious and accessible symbol of personal power,
achievement and control over the environment”. Owning a home (and the stability, capability
building and wealth generation opportunities that go along with it) can have a profound
impact on the trajectory of families living in poverty.
It is time our nation seriously grapples with how to make housing opportunities more
equitable for all citizens. The national debate is heavily focussed on rising house prices in the
big cities and how young, middle class families are being locked out of home ownership. An
arguably much more important, but almost invisible issue is the crippling welfare
dependency, passivity and lack of opportunity that every First Nations family living on
indigenous land in Australia is locked into.
Australia has inadvertently built a housing system on indigenous land that impedes, rather
than promotes development. First Nations communities continue to be almost completely
reliant on government controlled and funded social housing.
On Cape York, Indigenous families living on indigenous land are locked out of private home
ownership. Out of almost 2,500 homes on Cape York less than one per cent is privately
owned and there is no private rental whatsoever. What good can come of a situation where
more than 99 per cent of families are living in social housing when 44 per cent of them earn
enough money to be considered ineligible for social housing in a non-indigenous town?
First Nations people for too long have missed out on the economic and social benefits, as
well as the underpinning social norms, that being a good tenant or a home owner can bring.
And there is still no plan. In fact, there are powerful institutional structures that fight to
maintain the status quo. There is little appetite for reform or genuine action, other than from
the families which are affected on a day-to-day basis by ineffectual housing policies.
NPARIH IS PROVING TO BE ANOTHER FAILED ATTEMPT AT ADDRESSING
DISADVANTAGE THROUGH INDIGENOUS HOUSING POLICY
The National Partnership Agreement on Remote Indigenous Housing (NPARIH) (and the
post 2017 rebadging and aggregation as NPARH) has now drawn to a close. The program
provided an astonishing level of funding to State and the Territory governments to deliver
new housing to remote communities —$5.5 billion over 10 years to 30 June 2018. This was
the grand bi-partisan gesture offered by Prime Minister Kevin Rudd to complement the
symbolism of his apology speech in 2008. The primary objective was to reduce severe
overcrowding.
About 4,200 new houses have been built and more than 4,800 have received significant
repairs across Australia. In Queensland the program is estimated to have cost at least
$1.4 billion of combined Australian Government/Queensland funding over the past ten years.
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Results are showing a decrease in overcrowding as a result of the program. But this is an
isolated statistic measuring a program output only. There has been no significant change to
the health and wellbeing of families, or any measurable impact on the “closing the gap”
indicators.
Government policy has still not understood that there is no future in First Nations people
simply having a right to occupy social housing within remote social housing grids from the
cradle to the grave. This is a gold plated system for a never-ending cycle of new and
refurbished social housing becoming overcrowded and run down before the next injection of
funding once again temporarily relieves the pressure.
GOOD INTENTIONS THWARTED BY VESTED INTERESTS IN CONTINUING THE
SOCIAL HOUSING MONOPOLY
NPARIH/NPARH’s delivery has been designed top-down via centralised funding to state and
territory housing bureaucracies. Support is no longer provided to Indigenous Community
Housing Organisations. The Queensland Government initiated a “One Social Housing
Policy” to attempt to ensure service to remote communities was on par with other regional
centres. This has proven to be impossible to achieve through a centralised model and in many
respects mainstream social housing and remote housing are like chalk and cheese.
The Queensland Government has little incentive to act as an effective property manager.
While the specific fiscal relationship is not transparent, the Queensland Government is paid a
management and servicing fee for the number of social houses built, rebuilt and refurbished.
The last 10 years have been narrowly focused on building infrastructure and not the human
beings within. On Cape York, tenancy management has fallen into an abyss.
At the local government level in Queensland, financial incentives to maintain the status quo
are considerable. Indigenous councils act as both local government and as trustees of the
underlying DOGIT tenures on which all houses in townships are located. As such they are
paid a lease fee of $800 per year for a 40-year social housing lease and a $2,000 annual
service fee as a rates equivalent. Indigenous Councils have no rates base so they are heavily
reliant on this funding stream. In addition, councils receive a one-off payment of $6,000 for
each new block leased for social housing.
Most damaging of all are the signals and incentives operating at the household level. All
discrete indigenous communities in Queensland continue to operate under an exemption to
standard social housing eligibility rules. For more than ten years CYI has been told by the
Queensland bureaucracy that they cannot enforce eligibility because ‘there is nowhere else
for people to go’. This is in stark contradiction to the agreed core objectives of tenancy
reform and home ownership that the Queensland Government subscribed to in the Cape York
Welfare Reform program in 2007.
The Australian Government is now in negotiations about the future funding model for remote
housing. The Queensland Government and the Indigenous councils have publicly indicated
they want funding to be renewed with minor changes (Lui 2018). This would further entrench
a system that undermines the natural incentive for families to take responsibility through
reformed tenancy management and home ownership choices. Holistic objectives such as
empowerment and development are at extreme risk of once more being ignored in the face of
the ongoing crisis in indigenous housing.
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PUT THE THEORETICAL DEBATE ASIDE, THE REAL IMPACTS OF THE CURRENT
APPROACH ARE PLAIN TO SEE
Across Cape York the blunt force of bureaucratic efficiency and the further disempowerment
of an already beleaguered people under NPARIH/NPARH is evident in every single
township. The investment in built infrastructure is undermined by a lack of effort in other
critical areas. Tenancy management has gone backwards, new houses are on increasingly
smaller lots and with far fewer features or amenity than previous housing and waiting lists
remain a miserable and mismanaged queuing system for a desperate people.
The Queensland Department of Housing and Public Works (DHPW) have obviously not been
funded or incentivised to be effective tenancy mangers. In Welfare Reform communities,
DHPW were given an additional enforcement tool via referrals to the Family Responsibilities
Commission (FRC). This is a respected, legislated, community body with the ability to
income manage families that are not meeting social expectations, including good tenancy.
Despite widespread evidence of tenancy breaches, in the 17 months between September 2016
and January 2018 there was only one housing referral to the FRC for the Aurukun and Coen
communities. Anyone living in Aurukun in particular knows how nonsensical and
bewildering such a statistic is when matched against the reality on the ground.
Across Cape York, DHPW have continued the minimalist pre-NPARIH approach to tenancy
management. An example is the “blue phone” system which remains like a soviet-era
instrument as the cornerstone of tenancy management in Cape York. Tenants can access a
land line in the local housing office to contact Building and Asset Services in Brisbane to
lodge maintenance requests that then schedule repair works that take weeks or commonly
months to complete.
Not only the services, but also the housing design and new sub-divisions on Cape York
appear to be reaching a new peak of disconnection with the wellbeing and lives of families
on-the-ground. Bartlett Street in Aurukun, for example, is a new housing subdivision
developed in the last few years under NPARIH as three tight semicircles of more than 15
houses each on an area of land that would have previously had five houses or less. The roofs
of the new housing are almost touching, despite the fact that Aurukun is a place where land
and space are abundant.
In a pattern common across northern Australia, the local Aurukun leaders were consulted on
the new NPARIH housing plan. They raised multiple objections throughout 2014 to the
density, standard and design of the planned housing. The government’s need for efficiency
outweighed any argument for each household to have more space or considerations of
privacy. The cost of extra connections and services for the houses to be spaced further apart
could not be accommodated. Besides, the NPARIH pipeline was already flowing—the
Aurukun Shire Council had acquiesced to the leases, designs had been settled, tenders had
been issued (including to the Aurukun Shire Council), and house colours had been chosen by
tenants—and so it was full steam ahead.
In Aurukun, after less than four years of families moving into the new housing in Bartlett
Street this area has become a ghetto within a ghetto. The negative consequences of the new
‘cheek by jowl living’ quickly became apparent. Local people are reporting that about a third
of the new houses in Bartlett Street are already overcrowded and damaged, that gambling
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circles are well established in the street and that there are worse than the usual tensions
between the clan groups and families. Fights have arisen between neighbours with opposing
affiliations who cannot help but see each other’s every move when living in such close
proximity.
Just as centralisation of tenancy management and housing design has failed, so has
centralisation of housing allocations under NPARIH. In cities and regional centres social
housing is allocated on the basis of need. Families at the most risk of homelessness are
logically prioritised. The formula in remote, indigenous communities is quite different.
DHPW manages allocations, with an ad-hoc agreement with local councils who give advice
on suitability under NPARIH. There are widespread reports of nepotism and favouritism in
this system. Overcrowding of many existing houses has increased while many new houses
have been allocated to people with no dependents or non-dependent children.
WHAT TO DO? MORE OF THE SAME OR FIX THE FOUNDATIONS?
The Australian Government review has proposed some tweaking of the NPARIH/NPARH
model but ultimately the focus remains on the need to build another 5,500 new homes via
state, territory and local governments with limited reform of the current approach. The review
suggested better administration, changes to the funding cycle and improved local workforce
engagement. What the review did not address was the long-term disempowering effects of
forced welfare housing provision to all.
Indigenous voices have been loudly calling for self-determination, the right to take
responsibility for their own lives and less intervention from government. The Cape York
Welfare Reform trial was based on these principles and received support from both levels of
government. Less than 12 months later the Federal Government rolled out NPARIH which
directly contradicted the reform principles articulated by the people of Cape York. Are
‘emergency’ responses in Indigenous affairs going to crush grass roots reform movements
forever?
In Noel Pearson’s 2011 Sir Robert Menzies Lecture he declared “Aboriginal policy will
never prosper if the Leviathan of Commonwealth bureaucracy is not restrained in its cage,
and self-determining humans seeking a better life are once again free to roam the continent”.
Other Cape York people frequently echo these sentiments talking about how government
crowds out their initiative and reminiscing about a time when the old people built their own
homes.
Cape York is not the only voice calling for structural reform. Nationwide, Indigenous people
are declaring that a shift away from traditional social policy frameworks is necessary. In
2015, eight Indigenous regions across Australia called for “a comprehensive Indigenous
Empowerment Agenda”. They advocated for support of the Empowered Communities model
where local decision making was paramount to successful progress in closing the gap.
The Queensland Productivity Commission (QPC) in 2017 independently came to the same
conclusion. In the draft QPC report about service delivery in remote and discrete Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander communities they concluded:
“The relationship between people living in communities and governments needs to be
reconceptualised. A re-framed relationship will affect how problems are perceived and
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the role of individuals, families, communities, councils, the Queensland Government
and the Australian Government in achieving improvements in standards of living.
Central to this change is a recognition that improved service provision will not solve
the underlying problems in communities. Development is central to the long-term
objective of reducing social problems.
Providing services at lower cost, or providing services which better achieve targeted
outcomes, does not address the underlying drivers of service demand.
Without economic development, communities will remain heavily welfare-dependent
and continue to live with the negative impacts of dependency.”

We need to turn the whole housing system on its head. The current approach needs reform at
the foundations to break the cycle of policy failure.
NOW IS THE TIME TO ALLOW FIRST NATIONS CONTROL OVER THEIR HOUSING
AND LAND
The opportunity to implement meaningful reform in housing is now a reality. In Queensland
there has been significant investment in land administration on Indigenous land, which
previously lagged behind the rest of Australia by at least 40 years. Land planning, tenure
arrangements and legislative amendments have slowly paved the way for individual
ownership options. However the trustees of the land remain poorly informed and underresourced to engage with reform when compared to the social housing red carpet.
The overwhelming call for self-determination and the increasing community-control of
services such as health, education and child safety means it is hard to ignore taking this
approach in housing also. The evidence is overwhelming in other sectors. Reform to housing
has the power to create a paradigm shift to the lives of Indigenous Australians.
For development to occur we need housing reforms based on the following principles:
1. People have ‘skin-in-the-game’: Through having a stake in their own home that
enables people to enjoy maximum participation in economic life
2. Build positive social norms: By carefully designed policies and programs
3. There are pathways and options for everyone: There needs to be a range of housing
choices available including individual home ownership, mutual ownership models,
private rentals, and the ability to orbit to housing elsewhere to take up opportunities
4. People have different capabilities and aspirations: No room for a one-size-fits-all
approach
5. Houses are treated as assets: Through all forms of tenancy and ownership such that
they are valued by trustees, individuals and funders and can be leveraged to achieve
other benefits
6. Choices for home ownership are essential: Housing needs to be viable, affordable and
sustainable
7. Place-based approaches: Implementation will only be successful if it is designed,
implemented and controlled by the people themselves to suit their specific needs.
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INNOVATION IS REQUIRED, HOWEVER REFORM IS WITHIN REACH WITH FIVE
COMPONENTS TO ADDRESS
The diagram below represents the components that are necessary to implement a whole-scale
reform to housing to achieve real outcomes. These have been synthesised from over 25 years
of community engagement, research and trials completed by Cape York Regional
Organisations.

1. Enabling environment within Government
The first step is for all levels of government to negotiate an agreement and commit to
the reform partnership with the people of Cape York. Subsequently it would be
essential that the Queensland Government expedite the land administration deficit on
Indigenous Land. This must include the completion of DOGIT transfers, integration
of land titling into mainstream systems, rewriting town plans to reflect local
aspirations and creating a pathway for “Investment-Ready-Tenure”.
2. Wuchi - a Cape York Regional support and management organisation
“Wuchi” is the Mpakwithi language word for “house”. In our proposal Wuchi will be
the organisation that serves as the house within which the implementation of the
reform resides. It will provide regional support and management to local housing
organisations providing services such as capability building, regulatory compliance,
tenancy management and government fund transfers and subsidies. We are proposing
that the governance of Wuchi is through its member organisations in each community.
3. Local member housing organisations
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Each community will be supported by Wuchi to design and implement place-based
solutions to suit their people, their houses and their particular economic situation. This
will build a more diversified housing sector with policies that differentiate between
different tiers of residents rather than just providing a one-size-fit- all social housing
model. We envisage a wide range of options being available to communities including
co-operative community and social housing, private commercial arrangements,
community land trusts, private home ownership and more.
4. “Bumru Wuchi” Building Capability
“Bumru Wuchi” is the Mpakwithi language word for “housing for all”. Bumru Wuchi
is an individualised support program for tenancy and home ownership. The approach
acknowledges that there are different tiers of individual capability and that, with some
tailored support, people will be able to follow a pathway towards independence. The
key tiers include those that:
• Have the capability for home ownership but need the opportunity to be
available
• Could manage private rental accommodation and therefore will have the
capability to integrate with options in regional centres
• Genuinely need and are eligible for social housing.
5. Transformational Housing
To meet economic aspirations, Indigenous families living in remote communities
need to have the option to orbit to regional economic centres to pursue work or
educational opportunities. While improved housing options in community, and better
tenancy management will assist with this objective, families are likely to benefit from
more structured support also. The Transformational Housing proposal is to develop
accommodation options in several Queensland locations. Incentives and programs
will accompany the houses that foster greater success in work, family functioning and
child welfare. CYI analysis indicates that funding such a model is well suited to a
Public-Private-Partnership or social impact bond agreement with government.
WHY REFUSE A WIN-WIN SITUATION?
In 2016 almost 60 per cent of people living in regional Queensland owned their own home.
Roughly 30 per cent were renting privately and only 3 per cent were in social housing. So,
under our proposal, we are expecting a more normalised housing market on Indigenous land.
It is realistic to assume we can bring home ownership up from one to 40 per cent. Similarly it
is anticipated 30 per cent of social housing tenants will shift into private or community
rentals. The remaining 30 per cent of families are likely to require on-going welfare in the
form of social housing provision.
The financial savings from a reformed system will be very significant given the year on year
cost of continuing with poorly managed social housing for all. CYI have estimated savings
based on Nous Consulting (2017) details of the current subsidy built into government housing
programs. They estimate a revenue-cost shortfall of 84 per cent over average rental. A simple
10 year conservative reform scenario for the normalisation of housing (as described
previously) for the 2,500 houses on Cape York would present the following order of
magnitude savings to government:
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•
•
•

Private home ownership (1,000 households): $437 million;
Community controlled & private rental (750 households): $266 million; and
Indigenous controlled and managed social housing (750 households): $78 million.

This reform scenario for Cape York Indigenous housing therefore has the potential to
generate a total saving over business-as-usual of $781 million over ten years. This estimate is
highly conservative given the Nous Consulting figure does not factor in the initial capital
costs of building houses.
The current approach appears to be a big waste of money. Yes, government will need to
invest significantly to get this reform proposal off-the-ground. The proposition however is
not about spending more money, it is about making effective use of a productivity dividend
by committing a portion of the future savings to achieve outcomes.
The proposal for reform outlined in this paper will require considerable thought and planning
to be effective but we know that success is inherently possible and feasible. The stars are
aligning for the residents of Cape York as structural reform frameworks, such as Pama
Futures and the 2017 QPC inquiry, advocate for Indigenous agency and control. The range
and scale of benefits that will flow from Cape-wide reform is already being demonstrated in
Hope Vale through the work being led by the Hope Vale Congress of Clans (‘Congress’)
(Appendix A) where a holistic reform model for tenancy management and home ownership
has been clearly defined by Congress and is now being pursued with full local agency and
determination.
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Appendix A Hope Vale Congress of Clans-led reform of the housing system on
Congress land, including tenancy reform and home ownership
The Hope Vale Congress of Clans (‘Congress’) have been working very hard to realise the
land and housing aspirations of their members since 2011 when more than 100 000 hectares
of Deed of Grant in Trust land around Hope Vale township was transferred to the trusteeship
of Congress and away from the control of the Hope Vale Aboriginal Shire Council.
Congress has 38 houses on its land and these are managed under an Agency Agreement
between the Queensland Department of Housing and Public Works (‘DHPW’) and Congress.
Since 2011, Congress has been seeking to recognise the rights of families as many were
previously promised title to these houses and surrounding land (as far back as the mid-1980’s
and the creation of the Hope Vale DOGIT) and several houses were constructed by the
families both financially and physically as well as families clearing land for housing and
farming. The Queensland Government, under NPARIH, had a strong interest in the houses as
it wanted to end the Agency Agreement and create 40 year social housing leases over a small
area of land around each house.
Congress, through its members, has a clear and longstanding aspiration to support families
that want to take up an ownership interest in the houses and land while also having concern
that no family would be evicted from any house but that people needed to meet their
responsibilities as tenants. Through various interactions with DHPW through 2013 and the
pressure to sign 40 year leases it became clear to Congress leaders that the housing and titling
system on Congress land needed to be reformed and reshaped:
•

Many families already saw themselves as home owners and farmers on Congress land
but without title or a system where their legal rights match their responsibilities with
all houses being under the grandfathered social housing agreement established by
HVASC and DHPW while under DOGIT trusteeship.

•

Families as tenants have rights and responsibilities but no lifelong right to social
housing on Congress land particularly those families with high income and capability.

The determination of Congress to fix the housing system on their land was given significant
political support in 2015 by the previous Queensland Minister for HPW, the Hon Leanne
Enoch MP, who directed her department to establish a Working Group with Congress and
CYI. From this Working Group an MOU was developed by Congress and CYI that set out
the objectives of Congress and the terms of the support and working relationship between
Congress and the Queensland Government with regard to their housing. The MOU was
agreed and signed on 1 March 2016:
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Objectives of the MoU

The objectives are to resolve all current issues for the houses on HVCAC land to create:
a. a sustainable framework for the management of social housing; and
b. options for families not qualifying for social housing to remain in houses as private
tenants or to take up the opportunity of home ownership over the house they live in.
This will be achieved by
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•

DHPW and HVCAC working closely and cooperatively to plan, engage, develop and
implement measures to achieve the objectives.

•

Being innovative and coming up with a sustainable and viable long term solution for
the houses that supports the ongoing need for social housing but also creating real
options for housing choice and home ownership.

•

Building on and leveraging the skills, capabilities, people, knowledge and
relationships of HVCAC and DHPW

Critically for home ownership aspirations, the changes made by the Newman Government in
early 2015 to the Aboriginal Land Act 1991 meant that Congress and other trustees in
Queensland for the first time had the legal right and power to issue leases to any person for
any length of time, that is, to fully control both the creation and tradability of leases.
Since the MOU was signed, CYI has worked closely to support Congress to develop the land
and housing system on their land and for Congress to be able to pursue tenancy reform and
offer home ownership choices to Hope Vale families living on Congress land. There has been
great progress but also great frustration for Congress as the work has collided directly with
the current social housing system as well as long established relationship between the
Queensland Government and the HVASC about the way government conducts its policy and
programs on Indigenous land. The current work being led by Congress with support of CYI
and the Queensland Government includes:
a) survey of lease and lot areas;
b) amend the Hope Vale Shire Planning Scheme to allow for the creation of rural
residential lease areas;
c) provision for granting of leases including 40 year social housing leases and 99 year
(fully tradable) rural residential leases;
d) establishing ILUAs to provide consent to grant of leases;
e) condition assessment of houses and completion of assessed repairs and upgrades;
f) design and implement new tenancy arrangements that allow for social housing and
private rentals and application of social housing eligibility; and
g) resolve and settle rental arrears matters with tenants and DHPW.
All elements of this work are essential for achieving the Congress objectives for housing
reform. This work is part of a bigger master-planning process for Congress land including for
the creation of leases for new home ownership and farming development.
This work has brought critical issues for housing reform and Indigenous-led development
into clear focus including the deep challenge that it represents to the current status quo of
government funding, programs and service delivery for indigenous housing. Some elements
of the work have progressed well but the critical focus is now on the planning and ILUA
work to enable Congress to create tradable home ownership interests and apply standard
social housing eligibility rules for the first time ever on Indigenous land in Queensland.
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